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Universal boat / tramp cover
Boat Covers: 314-14TO17, 314-16-GTWY,  314-17TO18,  314-19TO20
Tramp Covers: 314-18TCALL, 314-H16TC

Fitting Instructions
The Universal Boat Cover is the one inexpensive cover that will give you years of service.  We recommend
the full cover be used silver side up to avoid excess heat absorption.  Either side is UV radiation tolerant.
The tramp cover can be used black or silver side up.

Fitting the boat cover is completed as follows: 
1. Unfold the cover in an open area along side the boat.

2. Once you have figured out front, back, left and right side, position it on the boat with the mast and wires
in position.  (The cover can be used mast up or down, on or off a trailer.  If used mast down don't attempt
to cover the mast, pass the cover between the mast and trampoline.)

3. There will be points where the cover is bunched up instead of hanging over the sides.  Use a scissors to
cut a slit from the outer edge of the cover to the point where the part causing the bunching (wire, wing leg,
etc.) is attached to the boat.  Because the woven polyethylene is plastic covered, the slit will not snag, tear
or stretch.  

4. Apply the adhesive backed Velcro provided with the cover to the beginning of each slit, hook to one side,
loop to the other.  Four-inch strips are adequate length.  These will reduce the flapping of the cover in the
area of the slits.

5. Tie the sewn on nylon straps to secure the cover.  Don't worry about tieing those that run along the
bottom if the boat is stored on the beach, just tuck the bottom edge under the hull. 

6. Secure the tramp cover portion per 3 and 4 below.

Universal Tramp Cover Instructions
The tramp cover is provided with a kit of shock cords and snap hooks.
1. Place the cover on the trampoline.  The long slot at the center to the rear.

2. Tie the corner in place with the nylon straps sewn on at the corners.

3. Install a snap hook on the end of the shock cord by first slipping the ferrule on the shock cord and then
placing the snap hook on the end of the shock cord.  Slide the ferrule back over the snap hook to lock it in
place.

4. Attach the snap to one of the D-rings at the rear of the cover and pass the other end of the shock cord
to the front, stretch the shock cord to tension it, cut off the shock cord at the forward D-ring and install a
snap hook on the end.  Make a second shock cord assembly of the same length and install.

Installation is now complete.


